
  

                                                     

June 12th, 2016 

Mayor and Council of the Borough of New Providence  
360 Elkwood Avenue 
New Providence 
NJ        07974 !
!
Dear Sirs, 

Thank you for the opportunity to amend our application and express our request 
to use  the liquor license awarded to us (Ordinance 2016-053) for use at 75 
South Street,  to 1318 Springfield Avenue (Prestige Diner and Restaurant). In the 
following pages we will address the regulatory hardships imposed upon us for 
developing 75 South Street, our persistent and costly efforts to rectify those 
hardships, additional evidence of our commitment to the original project at 75 
South Street and the reasoning behind our desire to use the liquor license at 
Prestige. 

Furthermore, we will also demonstrate that the use of a liquor license at Prestige 
meets all requirements outlined in ordinances 2015-256 and 2015-299, is in the 
public’s best interest, meets or exceeds the same criteria and benchmarks used 
to award the license to Bistro 73, as well as, have a positive effect in further 
developing and reinvigorating the Borough’s downtown.  

As difficult and disappointing the decision to abandon opening another restaurant 
at 75 South was, it realistically came down to two options: continue the lengthy 
and uncertain battle against Federal and State regulatory agencies or, stop our 
losses and move on the best way possible. Choosing the former would result in 
the much delayed, if any, opening of a restaurant that would resemble nothing of 
what we proposed and envisioned. Choosing the latter, by using the liquor 
license at Prestige, allows us to implement a plan  that further enhances the 
Borough’s downtown, fulfills the majority of residents’ demand for a family 
restaurant that serves liquor, is in accordance with the Council’s decision to have 
more than one food establishment serve alcohol in the Borough (Council Meeting 
on 12/21/2016),  complements the existing establishment that serves alcohol in 
the downtown, and can be realized in a matter of weeks instead of years. 
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We would also like to bring to your attention that once we became fully aware of 
the regulatory issues surrounding 75 South after awarded the liquor license, we 
decided to delay the submittal of our application to ABC and exhaust all efforts 
and means available to develop 75 South to what we had proposed. Only after it 
was crystal clear that we would be unable to fulfill our goal, did we start thinking 
about requesting the Council to consider allowing  the use of the liquor license at 
Prestige.  Based on the same criteria used to award a liquor license to Bistro 73 
and what we propose doing after transferring the liquor license at Prestige 
(renovations, increasing foot traffic in the downtown, supplementing the “Shop 
New Providence” campaign jointly undertaken by the Borough and the Business 
Community, updated/upgraded menu, choices of restaurants offering alcohol in 
the downtown, well-known and established presence, further reinvigorating and 
investing in New Providence and both retaining residents and attracting 
customers from other towns to visit the Borough) we respectfully request you to 
approve our amended application for a liquor license. 

!
Sincerely yours, 

!
Dimitrios Vardas  

Harry Vardas 

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
!
FEMA, DEP, LOMA and all the fun stuff. 
!
As you can see from the survey attached (Excibit 1) the property is within a 
FEMA Zone AE Floodway. Copied form the DEP’s Division of Land Use 
Regulation : “Development within the floodway is severely restricted. Generally, 
only development that must occur within the floodway is permitted, such as 
bridges, culverts, or bank stabilization measures. New buildings are prohibited in 
the floodway (except on piers in the Hudson River). Buildings are prohibited in 
the floodway not only to protect those members of the public that could be 
present in the building during a flood, but also to protect other members of the 
public (or other pre-existing structures) downstream from floating debris that 
could result from construction within the floodway. The regulations governing 
construction within the floodway are available at N.J.A.C 7:13-10.3.” 

!
 Since we were fully committed to this project and given the complexity when 
dealing with both Federal and State regulatory authorities, we decided to seek 
the advise of two engineering firms. Both of these firms have extensive 
knowledge of flood hazard area construction, have done work in the Borough and 
were contracted to work independently of each other. Our goal was to get as 
much input as possible, examine the issues at stake from different points of view 
and then, decide what the best course of action is. 

!
The space constraint ( more seats are essential for our concept ) of the structure 
at 75 South had to be addressed in both creative and financially prudent ways. 
For any restaurant to survive at this location the seating capacity has to be 
increased. We looked at the construction of a patio/deck, doing a small addition 
and even examined the feasibility of a second floor. Anything that expands the 
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footprint of the building falls in the “jurisdiction" of FEMA and DEP. The addition 
of a second floor was both financially unreasonable and operationally inefficient.  

!
So we proceeded with a variety of plans to challenge  the placement of the 
building within the “floodway” and then, make our case for what FEMA/DEP 
consider as “permit-by-rule”. The definition of the latter term as copied from 
N.J.A.C 7:13 is: “Permit-by-rule" means a flood hazard area permit to undertake 
a regulated activity for which the terms and conditions are established in a rule 
promulgated under this chapter at N.J.A.C. 7:13-7 and that is effective without 
prior written approval from the Department, provided all requirements established 
for that activity in the applicable permit-by-rule are satisfied.” Please note that 
both engineering firms we employed firmly advised us that, to proceed in any 
other manner besides the “permit-by-rule” angle, translates into a minimum of 
two years waiting time and over $100,000.00 in fees. 

A small parenthesis on previous dealings with regulatory authorities. When we 
undertook the project of expanding and renovating Prestige we also had to deal 
with DEP because of our proximity, once again, to Salt Brook. It took us over a 
year and a half, in excess of $45,000.00 and unlimited aggravation till we got 
final approvals after three denials. And Prestige is in the floodplain, not in the 
floodway. Initially we were told that the extension had to be built on piers that  
allow the free flow of water if the brook floods. After addressing this issue, we 
were told that we had to submit a threatened and endangered specie search. 
This second denial came 4 months after we satisfied the grounds of the first 
denial. Spending more money and time addressing the “endangered” request we  
proved that all was clear on that front also. The final denial, after over a year from 
our initial application date, was based on the grounds that we had to essentially 
purchase a property to offset the development of the addition. Only after the 
purchase was complete and two additional months had passed, did we get all 
permits required in order to proceed with construction. Mind you and to the 
Borough’s credit, the Planning Board decided on our application in one meeting. 

!
As absurd as this summary of DEP dealings sounds, given the information we 
had on 75 South and our commitment to the project, we decided to keep pushing 
forward. According to FEMA flood maps and our Elevation Certificate, the 
finished floor in the interior of the building is above the Flood Plain Elevation. 
What this means is that the building will not flood, it can be removed from the 
“floodway” designated area and allow for permit-by-rule applicability. Thusly we 
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proceeded with filling an eLOMA. The Letter of Map Amendment can be filled 
electronically and is considered a simplified and time saving manner to get 
answers from the DEP. What usually takes 24 hours to get a reply on, took over 
seven weeks for us to get a denial. We dealt with a computer system crash, then 
a system that would not accept uploads, then requests for additional and 
redundant info and finally the vacation plans of the person responsible for 
reviewing our application. 

!
Although it was agreed that the finished floor of the building is above the Flood 
Plain Elevation, the fact that the handicap ramp, at its lowest point, is 0.45 feet 
below the FPE is a valid reason to deny approving the eLOMA application. At this 
point we offered two counterarguments:  

1) We informed FEMA that in our plans for renovating the building the handicap 
ramp would no longer be necessary. The entrance would be facing the 
parking lot and a depressed curb would be meeting ADA requirements. We 
also added that we would gladly submit detailed plans of the proposed 
construction if, we could be assured of a LOMA approval. The reply was: 
submit another eLOMA with the new plans (at a cost of over $15,000.00) but, 
we can not assure you of a timely reply let alone, an approval. 

2) We then proposed, and i quote from our engineer's email:  “In order for the 
building to be eligible for the LOMA, the existing accessible ramp will have to be 
demolished and replaced with a 6” high sidewalk. In order to maintain ADA 
compliance for the building a depressed curb and accessible ramp can be 
located in the sidewalk along the southern side of the building. Since this feature 
will no longer be immediately adjacent to the building the lowest adjacent grade 
will then be considered to be the elevation of the existing 6” sidewalk (el. 213.3) 
which in the eyes of FEMA will bring the entire building above the regulatory flood 
elevation of 213.25.  

It should be noted that the removal of the ramp and replacement of the sidewalk 
along the eastern side of the building will have to be designed to be fill neutral, 
that is to say it cannot create additional fill on the site as a result of construction. 
It appears that this should not be a problem since the ramp appears to vary from 
0” to 12” +/- at its highest point and will be replaced with a sidewalk that is 
uniformly 6” +/- high. Also the construction of the newly located depressed curb 
and accessible ramp along the south side of the building will help to offset any fill 
that may be created by the construction of the uniform height sidewalk along the 
eastern side of the building.” Even to this proposal, which requires time, 
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additional funds and unnecessary construction, we were met with resistance 
about how close we were cutting it with the FPE and could not get any sign of a 
possible approval. 

!
Following weeks of communicating with FEMA it came down to this memo from 
our professionals and i quote: 

 “Once the LOMA is obtained, the Flood Hazard Area rules permit the following 
with regard to site development under a permit by rule, which requires 14 day 
prior notice to the NJDEP: 

1. The reconstruction of a lawfully existing structure outside a floodway 
provided that: 

a)  The footprint of the building is not increased by more than 300 
square feet; 

b) The lowest floor of the building is reconstructed or elevated to at least 
one foot above the flood hazard area design flood elevation; 

c) The area below the lowest floor of a building is not used for habitation 
and remains open to floodwaters; 

d) The building is not expanded or relocated closer to any regulated 
water nor within a floodway; 

e) Any building relocated is either moved outside any riparian zone or 
situated within an area where previous disturbance or development 
has occurred; 

f) No vegetation is cleared, cut or removed in a riparian zone; 

2. Constructing an addition that is connected to a lawfully existing building 
outside a floodway provided that: 

a) The addition has a footprint of no more than 300 SF; 

b) No disturbance is located within 25 feet of any top of bank or edge of 
water; 

c) No part of the addition extends into the floodway; 
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d) The construction of the addition, in combination with all other 
proposed improvements does not result in a substantial improvement 
to the building being expanded; 

e) No vegetation is cleared, cut or removed in a riparian zone;  

Scenario number 1 contains two issues that may be problematic, items a), and 
d).  

Item a) will result in raising any newly reconstructed building approximately 1.25 
feet above the present floor elevation. This will result in some disjoint between 
the new finished floor elevation and the existing site grades which cannot 
summarily be raised to meet the new floor elevation without violating the zero net 
fill rule. This will result in a need to ramp up to any ingress and egress from the 
building. 

Item d) will apparently preclude the ability to expand a newly constructed building 
out toward the parking lot area since this will strictly speaking be expanding 
closer to the stream which lies behind the parking area.  

Scenario 2 appears to be the more pragmatic of the two from a regulatory aspect 
as it allows the building elevation to stay as it is, and doesn’t preclude the 
direction of building expansion. However this will also require retrofitting the 
existing building, including likely reworking of the existing roof. Note that the 
clause ‘substantial improvement’ is defined as any reconstruction, rehabilitation, 
addition or other improvement of a structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds 
50% of the market value of the structure as determined before the start of 
construction of the improvement.  

Apart from the available permits by rule, any development application that cannot 
qualify for a permit by rule could seek an individual permit, which is a much more 
involved and expensive process.  The major issue regarding this route will be the 
need to raise the building floor elevation as outlined in scenario 1 above and 
meet the zero net fill requirements.” 

The concept of keeping the existing footprint, doing minor renovations and 
opening a more modestly designed restaurant has no appeal as well. We are 
dealing with the limitation of 65 seats and a rather small kitchen. To survive in this 
restaurant concept you either need a low turnover with high prices (high end 
restaurant) or, a high turnover with lower prices (similar to a fast food). Given the 
demographics, risk associated with either concept and the demand, we find that 
neither concept has even an average chance of success.  
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So, even if we did spend the money and time to get the eLOMA approved, we 
could not spend more than half of the structure’s value for the addition, the patio 
and all the improvements we had proposed. Building’s value being at best 
$375,000.00, means that we were allowed to spend less than $190,000.00 to 
revamp the structure and turn it into a restaurant that would be as close as to 
what we originally proposed. Please keep in mind that the preliminary estimates 
that we got for our project, were 3 times that amount.  The substance of the issue 
of developing 75 South into a restaurant (with a liquor license) that can financially 
survive, that aesthetically improves our Downtown and one that reflects our 
commitment to the Borough can not be a realistic expectation. 

!
!
In the meantime…. 
!
Since late September, and especially since word got out about 75 South being 
vacant, we started getting phone calls from prospective renters and buyers. As 
we were getting more and more involved into opening another restaurant at that 
location, we said no to very lucrative rental offers from a convenience store 
chain, a fast food chain, a pizza chain and of course a nail salon. Much to our 
dismay, no dry cleaners came forward. Mid January we received an offer to sell 
the property at double of what we paid and a thirty day closing. This offer came 
from a brokerage firm. Between our “wisdom” and commitment to our original 
plans, we rejected that offer as well. Please keep in mind that no experienced 
restaurant people (either interested in the liquor license or, not) approached us.  

Also, we continued paying engineering fees, architect fees and of course the 
mortgage and did not pursue the real estate tax appeal the previous owner of the 
property had commenced. Our only plan was to open a restaurant, with a liquor 
license, that would attract people in the downtown and vastly improve 
aesthetically that part of the town. We even did not pay as much attention as we 
should, to what a neighboring business was going through with DEP.  

 Please know that the cost of our original application and the funds that we have 
spend since we were awarded the license exceed $35,000.00. If we are to 
continue the uphill and uncertain battle with FEMA and DEP and we happen to 
prevail in about 2 years then, we would have to charge $10 for a Bud and $20 for 
a burger. Given our experience in the industry and awareness of the local 
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market, we know that such a restaurant would go out of business within 6 
months. It is very easy to make assumptions and suggestions when one is 
unaware of the restaurant industry. We are sure the same applies to your 
professions as well. So easy to virtually walk into any business and theoretically 
improve it. In real life however, the relationship between theory and practice can 
be wisely summarized by the following: “How empty is theory in the presence of 
fact!”, Mark Twain and “In theory, there is no difference between theory and 
practice. But in practice, there is.”, Yogi Berra. 

There is no doubt in our mind that we have exhausted every angle possible in 
our efforts to open a viable restaurant at 75 South. We reach this conclusion after 
having spent much more funds than many others would have, have employed 
great experts and consultants and most importantly after having applied our 
expertise and knowledge in the industry. Once again, please recall one of the 
most telling signs: no other experienced restaurant owner approached us to open 
a food establishment at 75 South. Even the previous owner, who had a paid off 
property, did not want to pursue opening a pub as his plans once were. I am also 
sure that you are aware that another local restaurant team, that was interested in 
opening a second establishment in town, backed off prior to purchasing 75 
South.  

!
Why to Prestige? 
!
We take our business very seriously. In the attached spreadsheet (Exhibit 2) you 
will see the breakdown of the $1,200,000.00 we spent in our renovation recently. 
Aside from what a customer sees, our investment in equipment and back-of-the-
house items has been and continues to be significant.  In terms of our menu, we 
are constantly upgrading quality and are in the process of introducing more 
USDA Certified Organic items. There are hardly any family restaurants within 15 
miles that offer Organic Quinoa, Organic Baby Kale or Spinach, Prime cuts of 
steak and 60 Days Dry Aged Roast Prime Rib in an affordable to families way. 
Our Braised Boneless Short Ribs have been named by the Star Ledger among 
the Top 25 Dishes in the State. The majority of the customers who order this dish, 
do bring either a bottle of wine or beer with them.  

We reach the majority of our business decisions through customer interaction 
(we do spend a lot of time working), by attending seminars and trade shows as 
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well as a long term business plan that is based on the continuous improvement 
of our food and service. The changing demographics of the Borough and the 
neighboring towns are also key elements when we make a business decision. As 
more and more younger couples or, families with kids move into New 
Providence, our menu offerings have to be adjusted to accommodate a new 
customer base.  

It was partly due to the demographics that the liquor license referendum was so 
overwhelmingly approved a few years ago. A younger generation of residents 
(median age 41), the majority (close to 75%) being families has clearly 
expressed the desire to have places that serve alcohol in the Borough. The 
simple question we asked ourselves then was: “Would families and younger 
couples with a median income of $113,500.00, that have clearly expressed their 
opinion in a referendum, frequent a local and affordable family restaurant that 
has a liquor license?”. Asking customers, fellow restaurant owners, our 
accountant and using our business knowledge, we concluded that the demand 
for a liquor license at Prestige is a given. Between the facts that the majority of 
our customers perceives us as a family restaurant, the diverse offerings and 
quality of our menu, the proposed changes (more details to follow) and the 
existing demand we are confident that the impact of a liquor license at Prestige 
will be similar to that of our recent renovation. 

What would a liquor license at Prestige do for the Borough, one is sure to ask. 
How will the entire community benefit if the license is granted to Prestige another 
might ponder. Apart from meeting all the qualifications established in the liquor 
license ordinance by the Borough, having offered the highest bid from all 
applicants, being one of the longest running restaurants in town and having 
clearly demonstrated our ability to run a successful business in the downtown we 
are confident that the entire Borough will benefit if our amended application is 
approved. Specifically: 

1) Increased traffic in the downtown. One of the Borough’s main goals (as 
outlined multiple times in the Downtown Concept Plan) in revitalizing our 
downtown, has been to attract more people. At this time, with no family 
restaurant serving beer or wine in New providence, families or, couples that 
would like to have alcohol with their meal, must do so in another town. As 
busy as we seem to be in certain peek hours, weekdays from 5pm-7pm and 
weekends from 12pm-2pm and 5pm-8pm our business is relatively slower 
when compared to other family restaurants that offer alcohol within a 10 mile 
radius. From discussions with customers and personal observation, we 
reached the conclusion that if Prestige had a liquor license the overwhelming 
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majority of residents would prefer to stay in town than drive to another 
location. Convenience, food selection and desire to support local businesses 
that always give back to the community are some of the reasons that were 
given to us.  

2) Residents demand will be met. The clear message in the 2011 referendum 
was that Borough residents want to have food establishments that serve 
alcohol in New Providence. It is with accordance with the result of that 
referendum that we amend our application and ask for a liquor license at 
Prestige. Especially during Holidays or, after graduations, sports events and 
various meetings, when people want to go for a drink and celebrate or unwind, 
the only option is do so in another town.  

3) Complementing the other establishment that serves alcohol in the 
downtown. Having a variety of restaurants with different cuisines, price points 
and atmosphere create an array of options for potential customers. A 
downtown full of high end restaurants (out of reach for the majority of the 
residents) or, restaurants representing only one type of food makes absolutely 
no sense. Looking at neighboring towns, one finds that liquor licenses exist 
within a wide spectrum of food establishments. The only restaurant in the 
Borough that is allowed to serve alcohol right now falls in the higher end 
category. By having a family restaurant complement Providence Bar and 
Kitchen we will be  able to attract a group of customers that are not coming in 
town right now. 

4) Further reinvigorating our downtown. The downtown, the heart and hub of 
every town, is the mirror of economic activity in the Borough. We all take pride 
seeing new businesses locate here, older ones renovate and customers 
strolling around from store to store. An attractive, business and pedestrian 
friendly downtown creates a virtuous cycle for all involved. It is our clear 
intention and commitment that as our business grows, we will also be able to 
increase the funds available to continue upgrading and improving our 
presence in the downtown.  

5) Safer in terms of traffic than 75 South. Prestige is much closer and better 
connected to most stores in the downtown when compared to 75 South. Safer 
and easier for pedestrians to coordinate and maximize their time in the 
downtown, we clearly see more people parking in one spot and then spending 
more time in town. A visit at Prestige can easily be combined with a visit to a 
hair salon, a jewelry store, an exercise place and so on. Also, car access to 
both Springfield and South is easier and safer from Prestige. Closer to the 
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traffic light and having two exit points available, makes vehicular traffic safer 
and more manageable.  

6) Ability to continue supporting local events and organizations. On 
monthly basis we contribute over $1000.00 to local charities, events and 
organizations. Being part of our commitment to the Borough and our sense of 
civic responsibility, we know that as as our business grows, so will our 
continuous support to all that make New Providence so unique. 

7) Meets the Council’s criteria in awarding a liquor license. During the 
Council meeting when the liquor licenses were awarded, the unanimous 
decision was to give two food establishment the opportunity to serve alcohol. 
It is clearly in accordance with this decision that we respectfully request you to 
approve our amended application. We also heard that the liquor licenses 
should be tied to additional investment and the upgrading of the applicant’s 
establishment. So far we have spent over $1,200,000.00 in a recent 
renovation and plan on spending an additional $450,000.00 after we are 
granted the license.  

8) Immediate positive impact in other businesses. We have been waiting for 
almost 4 years for any applicant for the liquor license to come forward. 
Factors such as the bid price, lack of space, the uncertainty of something new 
or, anything else have greatly delayed the opening of a food establishment 
that serves alcohol in the Borough. If granted the amendment to our 
application, we will be ready to start serving beer and wine within two to three 
months. The increased traffic in the downtown will be greatly welcomed by all 
merchants in the Holiday Season. A family that has an affordable meal at 
Prestige will be much more inclined to stay in the downtown and go to the 
supermarket, the drug-store, the hardware store etch. Waiting for years, as in 
the past, for other applicants to come forward does nothing for the economic 
prosperity and revitalization for the Borough. In all discussions with fellow 
business owners, it was clear that they look forward to Prestige increasing the 
number of people visiting New Providence ASAP. 

9)  Will attract additional applicants. Thankfully, we live in a country where the 
free market, with minor tweaks, is the driving force for our prosperity. In the 
case of the liquor licenses that free market has clearly set a valuation of 
around $100,000.00 and all offers came from existing local businesses.  With 
our experience in the industry, this simply translates that potential investors 
and restaurateurs will allow operators with knowledge of the local market to 
“test the waters”. Simply put, the uncertainty and risk of the unknown are 
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currently overwhelming deterrents to applicants for the liquor license. Any 
prospective applicant will prefer to see that restaurants with a liquor license do 
well in New Providence before making a commitment. Success wants to be 
around success and not chase uncertainty. By having two successful, and 
complementing each other restaurants in the Borough that serve 
alcohol ,makes it more enticing and financially attractive to other restaurateurs 
to bid on the licenses.  

10) Meets all requirements outlined in liquor ordinances. After reviewing the 
liquor license ordinance and all amendments to it, we came to the conclusion 
that we meet all qualifications required to be granted a license in our 
restaurant. Additionally, our application meets the same criteria used to award 
a license to a fellow co-applicant. As with the original application, it is still 
Dimitrios Vardas and Harry Vardas that own the restaurant, apply for the 
license, offer the same amount and will be the only operators of the premises.  

!
Prestige moving forward. 
!
We had plenty of conversations with “diner” owners who have successfully 
transformed their establishments to “family restaurants” with a liquor license. As 
vague and subjective the distinction between the two classifications can be,  it 
was apparent that the ability to serve alcohol clearly helps in improving and 
upgrading a food establishment’s image, food quality and customer count. Places 
as different as Top’s, Skylark, Ponzio’s, Windsor and many others have seen an 
increase in new customers as well as existing customers visiting more often due 
to their ability to offer alcohol. Perceived by most of their customers as family 
restaurants rather than diners, these places exemplify that the transition to a 
more upgraded status and improved food quality is aided by the existence of a 
liquor license on the premises.  

!
The most successful, in terms of customer traffic and revenue, family friendly 
chain is the Cheesecake Factory. With a menu as diverse and big as many 
diners (offering breakfast, lunch, dinner and brunch) a huge contributing factor to 
this chain’s continuous success has been the liquor license to all locations. It is a 
rather safe bet to accept that if we call it the Cheesecake Factory Diner, with a 
liquor license, each location will remain as busy BUT, if we remove the ability to 
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serve drinks a decline in revenue and “status” perception will indeed result. The 
point to be made is simple: in the highly competitive restaurant industry a liquor 
license is an excellent tool to improve one’s business in multiple ways. In our 
case, as the recent renovation has resulted in increased customer retention and 
attraction, the ability to serve liquor will do the same as well. 

!
If granted the use of the license at Prestige we will be undergoing the following: 

Menu improvement and upgrading: Alcohol’s higher profit margin allows an 
operator to increase food quality without raising prices. We plan on introducing a 
multitude of new dishes and in essence gradually implement the dinner menu 
original designed for 75 South to Prestige. New items will include: Ribeye Steak 
with Red Wine Shallot Reduction, NY Steak with Rosemary Horseradish Sauce, 
Broiled Bronzino with Organic Baby Spinach over Organic Quinoa Risotto, 
Sliders Three Ways, Homemade Mediterranean Dip Platter, Vegetable Kabobs 
over Greek Yoghurt Dill Sauce, Warm Goat Cheese and Organic Kale Salad  and 
many others. Some new appetizers will include Homemade Jalapeño and 
Cheddar Stuffed Tater Tots, Wings with Three Sauces, Spinach and Artichoke 
Dip, Homemade Guacamole with Tri Color Tortilla Chips and Vegetarian Spring 
Rolls.  

Interior Renovations: Part of this application are renderings of our proposed 
interior renovation (Exhibits 3 and 4). We aim to have a family restaurant that 
serves good and affordable food while still being functional for the employees 
and eye appealing to our customers. The draft tower for 14 beers on tap and 
wine dispensing system for 8 wines are the latest state of the art equipment 
offered by the top manufactures. New upholstery for our booths, additional TVs, 
decorative items, wine racks and freshly painted walls will further assist in 
revamping the look. 

Drink menu: We intend to offer a rotating menu of 8 Craft beers and four of the 
all time favorites on tap. Four additional selections will be available in bottles. 
There will be absolutely no pitcher sales. The wine list will consist of 4 white and 
4 red selections along with an Organic offering that will change monthly. 
Important point to make is that the pricing of both the beer and the wine will be 
focused on affordability without hindering quality. We intend on serving liquor in 
the hours between 11:30am and 9:30pm. For the Weekend Brunch only, we will 
be offering Bloody Mary’s as well as Champagne Cocktails.  
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Employee training and Safety: All servers, hosts, managers and owners will 
participate either in The ServSafe Alcohol® Program or, the TIPS ALCOHOL 
TRAINING & CERTIFICATION which are the two leading Alcohol Safety courses 
in the country. Additionally we will be implementing a Card-All Policy and always 
have available a Driver License Scanner to verify authenticity. Please also note 
that we recently hired a new manager who owned both a liquor license and a 
restaurant that served alcohol.  

Back of the house equipment: We will be spending around $200,000.00 in new 
refrigeration, cooking, draft system, and surveillance equipment. A new, 
dedicated to alcoholic beverages Bally’s walk in box, the latest Vulcan chargrill 
and a Micromatic glycol based draft beer system will be the most expensive 
equipment we will be investing on.  A Wine Dispensing System by Napa 
Technology (currently used by the Ritz-Carlton, MGM Grand and MetLife 
Stadium among others) will guarantee that wine quality and temperature are 
what they are supposed to be. 

Rebranding:  In Exhibit 4 you can see the new signage that we will be installing. 
Rebranding ourselves as a family restaurant but still keeping the familiarity of the 
name will facilitate a smoother transition. Please note that we will be operating 
the same hours as now and breakfast will continue to be offered all the time. As 
much as we will be attracting new customers maintaining the existing customer 
base is an equally important goal.  

Consultant: In our original plans for the development of 75 South we had agreed 
to hire Carey Martin to act as a consultant to our project. An advisor to popular 
Food Network star Guy Fieri, Carey will also be involved with the “Prestige 
Project” as well. His functions will include beer and wine selection, menu 
recommendations, staff training, equipment suggestions and installation 
overseeing. Carey will stay involved for a period spanning two months prior to 
launch to six months post launch.    

!
 In Closing, 
!
As much as we tried and as much we wanted, financial reality and prudent 
business decision making do not allow the opening of the restaurant we originally 
proposed at 75 South. Altering plans, changing the concept and moving forward 
are simply decisions made out of desperation. We know that we tried more than 
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anyone else would (contrary both to our accountant's and attorney’s advise) but, 
taking on FEMA and DEP is a task that is beyond our abilities and logic. We did 
so while renovating Prestige but, we had a self-supporting and revenue 
generating business that could afford to “play the game”. In the case of 75 South 
we are simply keep paying without even seeing the light at the end of the tunnel. 

!
New Providence is a comprised primarily of families. The overwhelming majority 
of these families have expressed their desire for local restaurants that offer 
liquor. Due to the lack of a family restaurant that serves alcohol most residents 
will visit other towns and patronize other businesses there as well. I am sure that 
we all run into familiar faces when visiting family friendly food  establishments 
that serve beer or wine in neighboring towns. By approving our amended 
application you will be granting a liquor license to a long established local family 
restaurant that has offered the highest bid, has spent and will continue to spend 
a great deal on upgrading and renovating, meets all ordinance requirements, will 
be improving it’s menu and will be attracting more people in the downtown thus 
contributing to the economic prosperity  of New Providence.  

!
!
!
!
!
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